Queens Is Married

Bennie O'Neal, left, and Blanche, 16, this year's 96th birthday, are now happily married. They were married on July 12 at the Trinity Church in New York City. The couple are also the parents of three children.

Tension over the economic situation in de-industrialized areas is increasing. The AFL-CIO has decided to form a task force to deal with the problem. The task force will meet regularly to discuss the situation and develop strategies for dealing with the issues.

The AFL-CIO Resolution

The resolution on political action was adopted by the State CIO convention at Saratoga Springs last week. The resolution called for increased political activity to support the Taft-Hartley law and the AFL-CIO's political arm.

The resolution noted the importance of political action in the labor movement and called for greater efforts to elect pro-labor candidates at all levels of government. The resolution also called for the strengthening of political organizations and the development of a unified political program.

The resolution concluded by urging all labor organizations to support the Taft-Hartley law and to work towards its re-enactment if necessary.

301 Votes to Fight High Prices

By Buying Food to Sell Members

Local 361 will hold the biggest party of its kind ever in order to help its members buy food. The party will be held on Saturday night and will feature music, dancing, and food. All members are encouraged to attend.

Wage Structure Plan Is Approved by Local

The wage structure plan approved by the local union last week is expected to benefit all members. The plan includes increased wages and benefits for all members, as well as a new method of calculating seniority.

Empson Addresses Meeting of Local

Empson, a noted economist, addressed the meeting of Local 361. He praised the union's efforts to improve working conditions and called for continued support of the union's programs.

Jules Empson

Empson ended his speech by saying, "I want to thank all of you for your support and your efforts to make our union strong. Together, we can achieve our goals and improve the lives of all our members. Thank you.

Remind to Veterans

In the run-up to Veterans Day, the local union is reminding veterans of the importance of their service and the sacrifices they have made.

"We remember you," the union said. "You fought for our freedom, and we will never forget your sacrifice.

The local union is also calling on all members to take part in the upcoming veterans' activities and to support the veterans' programs.

How about that PAC dollar?

The local union has launched a PAC campaign to support candidates who share the union's goals. The union is asking all members to make a contribution to the PAC.

"We need your support," the union said. "With your help, we can elect candidates who will work to improve the lives of all our members and support the union's programs.

The union is accepting contributions online at their website.
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The Union will fight for your rights.

"We will not stop until all workers are valued," the union said. "We will fight for fair wages, safe working conditions, and respect for all workers.

The union is calling on all members to stand together and fight for our rights.

"Together we can achieve our goals," the union said. "Let's stand together and make our voices heard.
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Jandreau's Message to Union Members
By Leo Jandreau
Business Agent of Local 3101

It seems to us the time of our meeting is nearing. We are asking every member of the union to attend the meeting. The meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday, November 7th, in the large meeting hall at the union hall, 123 Main Street. All members are invited to attend.

The meeting will be an important one in the history of our union. We will be discussing the following items:

1. The current state of the economy and how it affects our union.
2. The current political climate and its impact on our union.
3. The current labor unrest and how it affects our union.
4. The current state of the union's finances and how we can improve them.

We urge all members to attend the meeting and to bring a friend if possible. The meeting will be an open one, and all members are encouraged to participate.

Thank you for your attention.

Leo Jandreau
Business Agent of Local 3101

Jandreau's Message to Local 301
September 19, 1947

Local Approves Report
On State CIO Session

A report by Leo Jandreau on the recent State CIO session at Hackensack was unanimously approved Tuesday night by the 301 membership meeting.

Jandreau declared that despite some newspaper attempts to show a split in CIO ranks, the meetings proved a "uniting and construction program," resulting in the adoption of the New York Labor and the declination of all members of Congress who voted for it.

"The delegates went out of there determined to give the people what they want," Jandreau said, "regardless of what differences of opinion they may have expressed on the floor about individual candidates and issues."

The newspapers now couldn't make their pages with the convention's foreign policy resolution, Jandreau pointed out, after the convention passed the resolution unanimously recommended by the Executive Board, as it turned their attention to distorting the story of the voting on political issues and the ALP.

The resolution adopted was printed in full in last week's "News."

"Jandreau explained, if we were to lose last year's resolution, the CIO would function through the PAC and will also make use of the ALP in New York. It is quite clear that ALP members are automatically enrolled by the resolution, so it is up to each local PAC group to vote on the resolution."

"We want to pay the price. If we agreed with the employer and never did anything as a union, in the name of the CIO, we would bring the striking example of the strike of the Brooklyn Telephone Company, General Electric and other anti-CIO groups."

The only reason our union and its officers exist is that we are the major force outside of the publicity and political attacks on us. We are the major force in protecting the rights of our members. We are the major force in protecting the rights of our members.

Why GE Hates Union

Remember, it is a very simple and easy task for our union and its leaders to be caught in a situation as a stripping of light of responsibility — if our members...